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International labor migration is a complex globalized system that combines different level of generalization hierarchies and
social, legal, economic, technological, political and demographic subsystems that interact through resources and information flows
in the global space and time. It manifests
itself as the integrity of the properties that
are absent in its components, giving each
migrant's new features without changing its
unique needs, which puts the individual at
dramatically higher levels of social and economic life.
International labor migration is significant
and powerful engine of economic, political
and social change in the world. Now the
problem of the international labor movement primarily related to the integration of
migrants in host societies, their safety “brain
drain” and so on. All this makes of legislation
related to migration corridors, responsive to
the mood and expectations of residents.
A characteristic feature of Ukraine concerning international labor migration is the
predominance of the share of immigrants

in the labor force over the share of immigrants in it, indicating a lack of capital in the
national economy. Ukraine has one of transhipment, transit migration of lower order,
which in the context of the transformation
of labor in human capital inertia remain
attractive to foreigners and who, despite
the lack of economic capital by slowing
down the process of implementation of
market institutions, repel from its economic
landscape of FDI.
Thus, Ukraine's migration policy should be
formulated in accordance with the economic
development strategy, based on extensive
use of available human capital. It is necessary to create innovative jobs that will reduce
emigration lability of Ukraine's population
through productivity growth, which in turn
appears to raise the general level of wages.
In the context of the foregoing promising
further research is related to the identification and conceptualization of new manifestations of socio-economic development of the
international labor migration, caused by the
evolution of the global economy.
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